DGO No : 2519/2017


Ref : Letter No. 286/CAMP/IGP CRIMES-I (SZ)/2017 dated 29.11.2017 of the IGP Crimes-I, SZ

In pursuance of the letters cited, and also as ordered by SPC, Sri. Sunil Abraham, CPO G 1758 of Manjeswaram PS, Kasargod is attached to CBCID ISIT, Kozhikode for assisting the investigation of the CBCID Cr.No.152/CR/ISIT/17 u/s 143, 147, 148, 124(a), 452, 506 (ii) r/w 149 IPS and Sec 3 r/w 25(1-B) (a) of Arms Act 1959 & Sec 20, 16 and 38 of UAPA and for collecting CDR and cyber related matters, on working arrangement basis for a period of three months w.e.f. 01.12.2017. The period of working arrangement will not be extended.

The unit heads concerned will relieve/admit the incumbent forthwith and report compliance.

Gopal Krishnan V IPS
Assistant Inspector General
For State Police Chief

To : The individuals through the unit heads concerned

Copy To : The DGP Crimes, IGP Crimes-I, SZ & DPC Kasargod for n/a
The DGP, SCRB for publishing the order in the Police Website
The ADGP APBn for information
CAs to SPC/ADGP(HQ)/IGP(HQ)/AIG
SS(A&E)/DGO File/DGO register